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The Indian government is pushing a bold 
proposal that would make scholarly lit-
erature accessible for free to everyone 
in the country. The government wants 
to negotiate with the world’s big scien-

tific publishers to set up nationwide subscrip-
tions, rather than many deals with individual 
institutions that only scholars can use, say 
researchers consulting for the government.

The proposal is expected to be part of the 
government’s latest science, technology and 
innovation policy, which is being developed by 
the Office of the Principal Scientific Adviser to 
the Government of India and the Department 
of Science and Technology. A draft is likely to 
be released in the coming weeks, and will need 
to be approved by the cabinet, which is likely 
to happen before the year’s end.

The success of the proposal is also heavily 
dependent on publishers’ willingness to nego-
tiate nationwide subscriptions. But if success-
ful, India would become the largest country 
to strike deals that give access to paywalled 
articles to all citizens — more than 1.3 billion 
people — say researchers. “If India could do it, 

and make it cheaper, many countries will be 
interested,” says Peter Suber, the director of 
the Harvard Office for Scholarly Communica-
tion in Cambridge, Massachusetts.

In some countries, such as Uruguay, 
research institutions have subscriptions that 
allow all citizens to read international research, 
and in others, including Germany, there are 
nationwide subscriptions between academic 
institutions and big publishers. Through the 
German ‘read and publish’ deals, researchers 
can also publish under open-access terms so 
that anyone can read their work.

India is not proposing the same open-access 
terms for articles that its researchers publish. 
Instead, the researchers advising the govern-
ment want authors to archive their accepted 
manuscripts in public online repositories. This 
is often described as ‘green’ open access, which 
differs from the ‘gold’ route of publishing in 
open-access journals.

This proposal emerged from discussions 
about whether the country should join Plan S, 
a global open-access initiative backed by 
more than 20 national funding agencies and 
international organizations, most of them in 
Europe, which comes into effect in 2021. The 

plan mandates that the work of researchers 
funded by these agencies is free to read — in 
journals or on other platforms — immediately 
on publication.

But open-access advocates in India say 
Plan S doesn’t work for the nation because 
many open-access journals impose up-front 
article-processing charges (APCs). “Paying to 
publish is not good for countries like India, 
where resources for research are scarce,” says 
Madhan Muthu, a librarian at Azim Premji Uni-
versity in Bengaluru, who is part of the advi-
sory group. Krishnaswamy VijayRaghavan, 
India’s principal scientific adviser, has previ-
ously said that India will not be joining Plan S.

Although the latest proposal favours green 
open access, some members of the advisory 
group want the government to pay APCs 
for reputable open-access journals so that 
researchers who currently can’t afford such 
fees can publish in them. But other members 
argue against that use of public funding.

Low- and middle-income nations will be 
watching the country’s next move closely. 
India was the third-largest producer of science 
and engineering articles in 2018, publishing 
more than 135,000 documents, according 
to data compiled by the US National Science 
Foundation. As a large research producer, the 
country’s position might carry more weight 
in negotiations with publishers than smaller 
nations that produce less, says Suber.

‘One nation, one subscription’
Rough estimates suggest that research insti-
tutes in India spend a total of at least 15 billion 
rupees (US$200 million) on subscriptions to 
paywalled scholarly literature each year.

By clubbing together to negotiate with pub-
lishers, members of the advisory group say, 
the government could significantly reduce 
these costs, and expand access to all Indians.

But the success of the ‘one nation, one sub-
scription’ proposal will depend on whether 
publishers agree to discounted rates. One 
of the biggest scholarly publishers, Elsevier, 
said it looked forward to working with the 
research community, but did not comment on 
whether it would be willing to negotiate such a 
deal, while Springer Nature, which publishes 
Nature, said it was also open to discussions 
but had yet to receive a proposal regarding 
a country-level subscription, so it would be 
difficult to comment. (Nature’s news team is 
editorially independent of its publisher.)

Heather Joseph, executive director of the 
Scholarly Publishing and Academic Resources 
Coalition in Washington DC, says that a nation-
wide subscription is not likely to reduce costs 
significantly, “unless publishers suddenly 
diverge wildly from the deals they’ve agreed to 
so far”. Publishers might also refuse deals given 
the technical challenges of providing access to 
a population of India’s size, says Suber.

Proponents of the open-access movement 
A national journal-subscriptions policy would allow all Indian citizens to read scholarly work.

The hope is to replace individual access  
with a ‘one nation, one subscription’ policy.

INDIA PUSHES BOLD 
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outside India think the national subscription 
plan goes against the spirit of open access. 
Such schemes do little to remove global bar-
riers to accessing knowledge, says Juan Pablo 
Alperin, who studies scholarly communica-
tion at Simon Fraser University in Vancouver, 
Canada. They “encourage everyone to fend for 
themselves”, he says.

Rahul Siddharthan, a computational biolo-
gist at the Institute of Mathematical Sciences in 
Chennai, India, and a member of the advisory 
group, agrees that subscriptions aren’t ideal. 
He says that India should be part of reforming 
the publishing system — but if national deals 
can negotiate access for its inhabitants at a fair 
price, that would be a good thing.

To make paywalled research accessible glob-
ally, Muthu says, researchers in India should 
be encouraged to post their author-accepted, 
peer-reviewed manuscript in an open-access 
repository as soon as it has been accepted in 
a journal. This is called a post-print.

But again, publishers could pose a barrier. 
Before publication, many publishers require 
authors to sign copyright agreements that 
impose an embargo period — ranging from 
months to years — before authors can make 
post-prints available.

A growing number of institutions have intro-
duced ‘rights-retention’ policies that ensure 
researchers keep the right to share their work 
in repositories without breaching copyright, 
says Suber. 

But existing repositories in India aren’t very 
popular, so researchers might not use them 
unless policies are enforced, says Siddharthan.

The advisory group is also divided on how 
to handle open-access journals that charge 
APCs. The fees can range from a few hundred to 
a few thousand US dollars, which is out of reach 
of many researchers. Siddharthan says that 
if the government were to pay, it would give 
such researchers the opportunity to publish 
in respected open-access journals. 

However, Muthu and Arul Scaria, an intellec-
tual-property researcher at the National Law 
University in New Delhi and an advisory group 
member, argue that public funding should 
not be spent on publishing fees, in addition 
to subscription costs. A central fund would 
incentivize researchers to submit articles to 
journals that charge these fees, funnelling 
more money to publishing companies in 
the United Kingdom, the United States and 
Europe, says Muthu. 

Given the ongoing debate, it is not clear what 
position the draft policy will take on APCs. 
VijayRaghavan said in a public consultation 
on 12 June that quality journals need to charge 
these fees to survive, but the costs are dispro-
portionately high for places such as India. “We 
are actually negotiating on a nationwide level 
and I am sure that very soon the time will come 
when both access and the ability to publish at 
reasonable cost are available,” he said.

Interest in the hellish planet explodes after the 
detection of phosphine, a potential marker of life.

LIFE ON VENUS? 
SCIENTISTS HUNT  
FOR THE TRUTH

By Jonathan O’Callaghan

The surprise discovery of gas that could 
be a sign of life on Venus has reignited 
scientific interest in Earth’s closest 
neighbour. Researchers and space 
agencies worldwide are now racing to 

turn their instruments — both on Earth and 
in space — towards the planet to confirm the 
presence of the gas, called phosphine, and to 
investigate whether it could really be coming 
from a biological source.

“Now that we’ve found phosphine, we need 
to understand whether it’s true that it’s an indi-
cator of life,” says Leonardo Testi, an astrono-
mer at the European Southern Observatory in 
Garching, Germany.

On 14 September, scientists revealed that 
they had found phosphine in Venus’s atmos-
phere, about 55 kilometres above the sur-
face1, using the Atacama Large Millimeter/
submillimeter Array in Chile and the James 
Clerk Maxwell Telescope in Hawaii. The radio 

data showed that light was being absorbed at 
millimetre wavelengths that corresponded 
to a phosphine concentration of 20 parts per 
billion in the atmosphere.

Astrobiologists have flagged phosphine — a 
toxic compound of hydrogen and phospho-
rus — as a possible signature for life on other 
planets2, and it is made by some organisms 
on Earth. “Anaerobic life produces it quite 
happily,” says Clara Sousa-Silva, a molecular 
astrophysicist at the Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology in Cambridge, and co-author 
of the phosphine-detection study. But the 
gas should be broken down in Venus’s harsh, 
highly acidic atmosphere. That led the dis-
covery team to conclude that there must 
be some mechanism replenishing the gas, 
hinting at either biological production or an 
unknown chemical process that scientists can-
not yet explain. Researchers have tentatively 
suggested3 that in the region of the atmos-
phere where phosphine was found — away 
from the crushing pressures and scorching 

Venus’s atmosphere is highly acidic and contains very little water.
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